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Abstract. We present a chain rule for the multivariable resultant, which is
similar to the familiar chain rule for the Jacobian matrix. Specifically, given
two homogeneous polynomial maps K" —»K" for a commutative ring K,
such that their composition is a homogeneous polynomial map, the resultant
of the composition is the product of appropriate powers of resultants of the
individual maps.

The chain rule for Jacobians is well known. There are some similarities
between Jacobians and resultants. In [11], [12] and [13], the chain rule for
resultants is proven for two polynomials in one variable as well as two homogeneous polynomials in two variables. (In [7], the chain rule is also proven for
two homogeneous polynomials in two variables.) In this paper, a chain rule for
the multivariable resultant is presented which generalizes the chain rule for resultants to n variables. The result is "universal" because the polynomials have
indeterminate coefficients. The proof is more "conceptual" since it is based on
the four axioms characterizing the multivariable resultant.
In Section 1 the main result is stated and proved. In Section 2 consequences
of the main result are derived; these include generalizations of the previous
work on the chain rule of resultants. In Section 3 an axiomatic characterization
of the multivariable resultant is included for the convenience of the reader.
1. The

MAIN RESULT

A set of polynomials is said to be generic if the polynomials are complete in
all their terms with (independent) indeterminate coefficients.
Theorem 1 (Chain rule for generic homogeneous polynomials). Suppose
Fi(xi,

... , xn), ... , Fn(xi,

... , xn), Hx(ux, ... , u„), ... , Hn(ux, ... , un)

are generic homogeneous polynomials of positive (total) degrees lx, ... , l„ ,
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d, ... , d. Then
Res«,,...,„„ (Fx(Hx,...,Hn),...,

Fn(Hx ,...,Hn))

= ^Res*,,...,*„(/"!,... , F„)J

[Res„,,...,M„(//i, ... ,Hn)

Ivln

where the equality holds in the polynomial ring Z[{coefficients of Fx,„.. , F„ ,
/ii,...,//«}].
"
Proof. To simplify the notation, let

Ci(ux ,...,«„)

= /"/(//i ,...,//„)

for i = 1, 2, ..., n,

Rc = ResUl.u„(Cx,

C2, ... , C„ ),

RF =ResJCl.x„(/ri,/2,

...,/"»),

RH = ResUl.u„(Hx,

H2, ... , //„).

We need to show that Rc = R/"~' RHl,h"1".

Note that
Rc , RF, RH € Z[{coefficients of Fx, ... , Fn, Hx, ... , //„}]

c Q[{coefficientsof Fx, ... , Fn, Hx, ... , //„}]
c C[{coefficients of Fx, ... , Fn, Hx, ... , Hn}].
We claim that
(2)

Rc vanishes whenever RF RH vanishes, and vice versa.

Using Hubert's Nullstellensatz [1, Chapter V, §3.3, Proposition 2(iv), p. 351],
this implies that Rc and RF RH have the same irreducible factors in the polynomial ring Q[{coefficients of Fx, ... , F„, Hi, ... , H„}]. Since both RF and

RH are irreducible by (2) of Theorem 16, it follows that
K.c = À RF RH

for some X £ Q and some positive integers a and b.
F2 = a2x'22, ... , Fn = anx'n", Hx = bxu\,

Setting Fi = axx[' ,

H2 = b2ud2, ... , H„ = bnudn and

using (4) of Theorem 16 yield

Rc=JJ(a/éf)W)-(3w-«'«,
i=i

rf=n «¡'••^.
!=i

R„=nèri
í=i
where /, means that /, is omitted. Thus a = dn~{, b = lxl2--l„ , X = 1.
It remains to prove statement (2), i.e., for every ring homomorphism <f>:

A^C,
0(RC) = O *=► (>(RF)<A(RH)
=0
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where A = Q[{coefficients of Fx,...

, Fn , Hx ,...,//„}].

For convenience we

shall write R for </>(R)for all R £ A, and P for 4>(P) for all P e
A[xx,...

,xn,U\,...

(f>:A[xx

,u„] where
, Xn , UX, ... , U„] -► C[XX , ... , Xn, UX, ... , Un]

is the natural extension of 4>. Thus we need to establish that Rc = 0 if and

only if RFRH = 0. Using (1) of Theorem 16 and the fact that 0 distributes
over composition, we have
Rc — Resu, t ,u„(Ci ,C2,.
RF = Res*,, ,x„(Ei, F2,.

• ) C/j) ,

RH = ResMl t ,u„ (Hi, H2,

■, Hn).

,F„),

If Rc = 0 then, by (3) of Theorem 16, there exists a nontrivial common
zero (ax, ... , an) £ C" of Cx, ... , Cn . If it is also a common zero of
Hx, ... , Hn , then RH = 0. Otherwise, let /?, = H¡(a\, ... , a„) for each /';
then (ßi, ... , ßn) is a nontrivial common zero of Fx, ... , Fn since C, =
Fi(Rx, ... , Hn) for all / and so RF = 0. Therefore Rc = 0 implies that
RH = 0 or RF = 0.
If RH = 0, then there exists a nontrivial common zero (ax, ... , an) £ C
of Hx, ... , R„ . Since F¡ is either zero or homogeneous of positive degree
/,, Fj(0, ... , 0) = 0. Hence (ax, ... , an) is also a (nontrivial) common zero
of Ci, ... , Cn . Therefore RH = 0 implies Rc = 0.
If RF = 0, then there exists a nontrivial common zero (ßx, ... , ßn) £ C of
Fx, ... , Fn . By Lemma 3, either the polynomials Hx- ßx, ... , H„- ßn have
a nontrivial common zero (ax, ... , a„) £ C or the homogeneous polynomials
Hx, ... , Hn have a nontrivial common zero (ax, ... , an) £ C" . In either case
(ax, ... , an) is a nontrivial common zero of C[, ... , Cn . Therefore RH = 0
implies Rc = 0. D
Lemma 2. Over an algebraically closed field, a system of homogeneous polynomial equations with more unknowns than equations has a nontrivial solution,
provided that none of the polynomials is a nonzero constant.

Proof. This can be derived from the Krull's Principal Ideal Theorem (see, e.g.,

[8, Chapter V, Corollary 3.6, p. 133 and Chapter II, Corollary 3.8, p. 54].) D
Lemma 3. Suppose, for each i = 1, 2, ... , n, ff¡ € C[ux, ... , un] is either
zero or homogeneous of positive degree d. Let (ßx, ... , ß„) ^ (0,... , 0) be
an element of C . Then there exists (ax, ... , an) ^ (0, ... , 0) in C such

that
(Hx(ax,

{ Hx(ax, ... , q„) = ßx

H2(ax,

H2(ax, ... , an) = ß2

either

,a„) = 0
,a„) = 0

or

{H„(ax, ... , a„) = ß„
[Hn(ax, ... , an) = 0.
Proof. By reordering the equations, we may assume that ßn ^ 0. Consider the
n - 1 homogeneous polynomials in n variables defined by G¡ = ßnHt - ßiHn
for 1 = 1, 2, ... , « - 1. By Lemma 2, they have a nontrivial common zero
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(y\,...,yn).

Hence

Hi(yi,...,
If R„(yx ,...,yn)

y„) = H»^>ß-->^ßi

for ¿=1,2,...,«.

Pn

= 0, then H¡(yx,...,

0, taking a¡ = y¡ y ttn^f"
/'. D

yn) = 0 for all i. If Hn(yx, ... , yn) ¿

yn) for each i, we have H¡(ax, ... , a„) - ßj for all

2. APPLICATIONS

Throughout this section, we take the convention that degO = 0. Note that a
polynomial is not a nonzero constant means that it is either zero or of positive

degree.
Lemma 4. Let K be a commutative ring and let Fx, F2, ... , F„ £
K[xx, ... , xn] be homogeneous polynomials. If none of the F¡ is a nonzero
constant and at least one F¡ is zero, then
ResXi,...,x„(Fx,...,Fn)

Proof. Without loss of generality,
zero polynomial is a specialization
positive degree, there exist generic
... , Fn-X(xx, ... , xn) of positive

= 0.

we may assume that Fn = 0. Since the
of any generic homogeneous polynomial of
homogeneous polynomials Fx(xx, ... , xn),
degrees and a ring homomorphism

(f>: Z[{coefficientsof Fx, ... , F„-X}]—►K
such that 4>(Fi)= F¡ for all i = 1,2,

... , n - 1, where 4> is the natural

extension of (f>.Note that
Fx, ... , F„_i £ Z[{ coefficients of Fx, ... , Fn„x}][xx, ... ,xn]
c Q( {coefficients of Fx, ... , F„_x})[xx, ... , x„].
Let A be the field Q({coefficients of Fx, ... , Fn_x}), and let L be its algebraic
closure. By Lemma 2, the equations Fx , ... , F„-X have a nontrivial solution in

L, hence by (3) of Theorem 16, Res*, ,...<Xn(Ei,... , Fn-\, 0) = 0. Therefore,
by ( 1) of Theorem 16 again, Res*,.Xn(F\,...
,Fn) = 0. D

The following generalizes [13, Theorem 8, p. 357].
Corollary 5 (Chain rule for homogeneous polynomials over a commutative ring).
Let K be a commutative ring. Suppose for i = 1, 2, ... , n, that F¡ £
K[xx, ... , xn] is either zero or homogeneous of positive degree, 7, = deg/1,, and
suppose Hi £ K[ux, ... , u„] is either zero or homogeneous of positive degree

d. Then
ResUl,...,Un(Fi(Hl,...,Hn),...,Fn(Hl,...,Hn))

^

r

_

= [Res*.iXn(Fu-..,F„)\

irf"-'r

-

[ResU|.„„(//,,...,//"„)

- iW„

Proof. Recall the zero polynomial is a specialization of any generic homogeneous polynomial of positive degree. Let Fx(xx, ... , x„), ... , F„(xx, ... , x„),
Hx(ux, ... , u„), ... , Hn(ux, ... ,un) be generic homogeneous polynomials of
positive degrees lx, ... , ln , d, ... , d, and let

<t>
: Z[{coefficients of Fx, ... , Fn , Hx, ... , //„}] —» K
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be the ring homomorphism such that 4>(F{)= F¡ and 4>(H{)—R¡ for all i
where (j>is the natural extension of </>. Hence /, = 7, if F¡ is not the zero
polynomial. Applying the ring homomorphism <f>to both sides of equation ( 1)
and using ( 1) of Theorem 16 we have that

ResM,,...,„„[FiiSi.Hn),...,
Fn(Rx.R„))
= Res*,,...,*„(f,,...,
Fn)d"-¡ ResM,,...,„„(//,,...,

/7„)/'-/".

There are two cases to consider: If F¡ ^ 0 for all i then /, = 7, for all i and
equation (3) holds. Otherwise f¿ = 0 for some i. Then both
Res*.Xn(Fx,

...,Fn)

and

RcsUl,...,Un(Fi(Rl,...,R„),...,Fn(Ri,...,R„))
are zero by Lemma 4, and equation (3) still holds.

D

The following is a variation of Corollary 5.
Corollary 6. Let K be a commutative ring. Suppose for i — 1, 2, ... , n, /, is
a positive integer, F¡ £ K[xx, ... , xn] is either zero or homogeneous of degree
l¡, and suppose H¡ £ K[ux, ... , u„] is either zero or homogeneous of positive

degree d. Then
ResM.„„

([FX(HX,...,

r

Hn),...,

-

Fn(Hx,...,

Hn))

/■■■•/„

- T* r

= [Res*,,.. .,Xn(Fx>... ,F„)\

[Res„, ,...,„„(/?], ... , R„)

The homogenization of a polynomial f(xx,...

. D

, xn-X) with respect to x„ is

defined by

(4)

r(xx,...,xn)

= x^f(^,...,^).

If f has degree / then f = ß°)+ßl)-\—
polynomial of degree i. In this case,

(5)

\xn

xn '

+ /('> where /(,) is a homogeneous

r=AQ)xln + f^x1-'

+ ... + /W.

Note that deg/* = deg/ and 0* = 0. Consequently, if / is not a nonzero
constant, neither is f*. The resultant of n polynomials in n - 1 variables is
defined to be the resultant of the corresponding homogenized polynomials.
Proposition 7. Suppose fx, f2, ... , f„£ A[xx, ... , x„-X] where A is afield
with algebraic closure L. Then

Res*,,...,*„_,(/,,...,/„)

= ()

if and only if either fx, f2, ... , fn have a common zero in L"~x or f{+, j2 ,
... , f+ have a nontrivial common zero in L"~l.
Proof. For convenience let R be Res*,,...,*„_,(fi, ...,/„).
Note that, using

(4) and (5), we have

(6)

f*(xx, ... ,x„_i, l)-/f(xi,

... ,x„-i),

(7)

f*(xx, ... ,x„-i,0) = Jf{xi,... ,xn-i).
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If /i, fi, ■■■, fn have common zero (ßx_, ... , ßn-_i) in L", then, by (6),
(ßx, ... , ß„_x ,1) is a common zero for f*, ... , f* and thus R = 0. If
fx+ , ... , f+ have nontrivial common zero (ßx, ... , ßn-\), then, by (7), (ßx,
... , ßn-i , 0) is a nontrivial common zero for f*, ... , f* and so R = 0. This

establishes sufficiency. Suppose fx*, ... , f* have a nontrivial common zero

(ßx, ... , ßn) in L" . If ßn = 0, then, by (7), /|+, ... , f+_ have nontrivial
common zero (ßx, ... , ßn-i) • Otherwise, by (4), fx, ... , /„ have common
zero (ßx/ßn , ... , ßn-i/ßn) ■ Thus the necessity is established. G

Lemma 8. Let K be a commutative ring, and let px, p2, ... , p„ £
K[ux, ... , un-X] be polynomials. If none of the p¡ is a nonzero constant and at
least one p¡ is zero, then
Resu,,. ..,„„_, (px, ...,pn)

Proof. Without loss of generality,
Pn(ux,...,
u„) = 0, and hence

= 0.

we may assume that pn = 0;

ResM,,...,„„_,(/>i, ... ,pn) = Resu.„„(/>*,

...,p*)

then

= 0

by Lemma 4. D
The following generalizes [12, Theorem 7, p. 349].
Corollary 9 (Chain rule for polynomials over a commutative ring). Let K be
a commutative ring. Suppose for i = 1, 2, ..., n, f¡ G K[xx, ... , xn-i]
is either zero or of positive degree, 7, = deg^, and suppose for j = I, 2,
... , n - 1, hj £ K[ux, ... , u„-i] is either zero or of positive degree d. Assume

that degf(hi,...,

h„-X)= d degfi for all i, then

Res «,,...,«„_,(fi(hi,

ResXi

... , h„-i), ... , fn(hi, ... ,A„_i))
dh-In

■„_,(/!,. :,Tnj\d

[ReSMl,...,„„_,(«+,...,

«:_!)]

where hj denotes the leading form of hj.
Proof. Let p¡(ux, ... ,un-i)

= fi(hx, ... , hn-i).

Then, using (4), we have

p*(ux, ... ,un)

M„_l

" " ;'A «ä '.'"
Jydegp, 7 K(«l,

■-.,««)

^-1

<

("1. •••»"»)

_ Heg,,ft(h\,...,K_x,uj)
(^)degü

=jr(Äf,...,Ä;_,,«i).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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By Corollary 5, Corollary 17 and equation (5),

ReS«,,...,«,(/rW,

... , h*n_x,Ud„),..., Pn(h\, ... , Ä»_,, Udn))

= [Res*,,...,*„(/;*,... , f:)f"
= [Res*,.*„_,(/,,.

[Res«,,..„«„(A?,... , »;_!, ut)]11"1"

..,/„)]"""

D

[ResUí,...,Un_í(ht,...,h+n_l)fl-I\

The following is a variation of Corollary 9.

Corollary 10. Let K be a commutative ring. Suppose for
U is a positive integer, f £ K[xx,..._, x«-i] is either zero
suppose for j = 1, 2, ... , n - I, hj £ K[ux, ... , u„-\]
positive degree d. Assume that de%f(hx, ... , À„_i) = d /,

i = 1, 2, ... , n,
or of degree /,, and
is either zero or of
for all i ; then

Res«,,...,„„_,
(/i(Xi, ... , h-i), ■■■
,fn(hi, ••• ,h„-i))
Res*
3JCi.x„-i

a"-1

divin

Resu

(J\ ; • • • » Jn)

where hf denotes the leading form of hj.

,«„_i("l , •• • , "„_iJ

D

The proof of the following is similar and therefore will be omitted.

Corollary 11 (Chain rule for generic polynomials). Suppose f(xx, ... , xn-X)
and hi(ux, ... , w„_i) are generic polynomials of positive degrees /, and d re-

spectivelyfor i=l,

2, .... n. Then

Res«,,...,«„_,(/l(^l , ■■■
, hn-X),... , fn(hx, ... , Ä«_l)J
dli-ln

Res*,,...,*„_,(/!,..., /„)

Res«,.«„_,(AÍ",..., /*+_!)

where hj denotes the leading form of hj.

D

The discriminant
Disc(/r) of a homogeneous generic polynomial
F(xx, ... , xn) is the resultant of its partial derivatives j£-, ... , |^ . The
following generalizes [2, Corollary, p. 98].

Corollary 12. Suppose F(xx, ... , xn) and H¡(ux, ... , un), for i = 1, 2,
... , n, are generic homogeneous polynomials of degrees at least two. Then

Disc(F(Hx ,...,Hn))=

[Disc(F)]m ¡Res«,,...,„,(#, ,...,//„)

G

for some positive integers m and k, and some G in the polynomial ring

Q[{coefficientsof F, Hx, ... , H„}].
Proof. Let P(ux, ... , u„) = F(HX, ... , Hn).

By the chain rule for partial

derivatives, we have
r dP
L ö«!

dP]
•••

du„i

r Ml

= [§£-(Hx,...,Hn)

§^(HX,...,Hn)}
Mr

L du,

It follows that |f,
§^-(Hx,...,

Mí i
du,

dH„
du„

M- have a nontrivial common zero whenever
H„), ... , §£-(Hx, ... , H„) have a nontrivial common zero. By
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(3) of Theorem 16, this amounts to saying that Res«, ,...,«„(££-, ... , §£-) vanishes whenever Res«,,...,«„(f^(//i,
... , H„), ... , f£(//"i, ■■■, Hn)) vanishes.
Hence by Hilbert's Nullstellensatz, in Q[{coefficients of F, Hi, ... , Hn}], every irreducible factor of Res«, ,...,„„(§^(HX, ... , Hn), ... , §{\(HX,...,H„))
is also a factor of Res«,,...,«„(§£-, ... , §£-). Using property (2) of Theorem
16 below and the fact that the discriminant of a generic polynomial is
irreducible (see, for example, [6]), we see that Res«, ,...,«„(i/i, ... , H„) and
Disc(.F) are irreducible.
Thus these are the only irreducible factors of

Res«,,...,„„(f^(//, ,...,//„),...,

f£(//i ,...,//„))

by Theorem 1 and the re-

sult follows. D
The following two properties were deduced by Macaulay [10, pp. 11-12]
from his construction of the resultant. We shall deduce them from Theorem 1
without using the actual construction.
Corollary 13 (Invariant Property). Let M = (mij)'jl\""'"n be a matrix over a
commutative ring K, and let
in

\

Ck(ux,..., u„) = Fk I 22 mijUj,..., Y, mmu)
V=l

where Fk £ K[xx,...,

7=1

/

xn] is either zero or homogeneous of positive degree lk,

k= 1, 2, ... , n. Then
Res«,,...,«„(Ci, ... , Cn) = (detM/'-'" Res*,,...,*„(/-!, ... , F„).
Proof. Let //, = 2^"=1 m¡jUj. Then Res«,,...,«„(Hx,... , H„) = detM since
det A/ satisfies all four conditions of Theorem 16, and the result follows from
Corollary 6 by taking d = 1. D
Corollary 14 (Isobaric Property). Suppose F¡(xx, ... , xn) is a generic homogeneous polynomial of positive degree I, for i = 1, 2, ... , n . Then
Res*,.x„(Fx(xx,

... , txk, ... , x„), ... , Fn(xx, ... , txk ... , x„))

= &"'' Res*,, ...,x„(Fi,...,Fn)

for k = 1,2,...,
n. In other words, with respective to any variable xk, the
resultant is isobaric of weight lx---l„.

Proof. Take m,-y= 5¡j when (/', ;') ^ (k, k), mkk = t, and
K = Z[{coefficients of Kx, ... , K„}, t].
Then this follows immediately from Corollary 13. D

Corollary 15. Let M = (wy)}"1,'-"'" be a matrix over a commutative ring K.
If H\, ... , Hne K[ux, ... , u„] are homogeneous of positive degree d then

Res«.«„ I ¿ mijHj, ... , ¿ m„jHjJ
= (detM)rf""'Res„,.«„(//,,...,//„).

Proof. Take F¡(x\, ... , x„) = 2^=1 m¡jXj , and apply Corollary 6. D
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of resultants

In 1903, Macaulay [9, §6, Theorem, p. 14] discovered an explicit formula
expressing the multivariable resultant as the quotient of two determinants (see
also [10, pp. 3-15]). The next theorem is taken, with a slight modification,
from Chardin's 1990 thesis [3, Théorème, p. 37], where he clearly enunciates
the defining properties of the resultant (see also [5, Theorem 3.1]). He said, in
a private communication, 'It is a direct consequence of the so-called "Fundamental theorem of elimination theory" which states that the elimination ideal is
principal and behaves well when you change the base ring ; these are quite old
results, I found them in an unpublished work of Bourbaki but also in Philippon
or Jouanolou.'

Theorem 16. For every commutative ring A, and every n-tuple, n > 0, (Pi,
..., P„) of homogeneous polynomials of degrees lx, ... , l„ in A[xx, ... , x„]
such that no P¡ is a nonzero constant, there exists an element Res*, ,...,*„(Px,
... , Pn) of A which is uniquely determined by the following four properties.
(1) If <f>:A —> B is a ring homomorphism and </>:A[xx,... , xn] —>
B[xx, ... , x„] its natural extension, then

Res*,,...,*„(^(P,), ..., ¿(Pn)) = 0(Res*,,...,*„(Fi, ..., Pn)).
(2) If P\, ... , Pn are generic homogeneous polynomials of positive degrees,
then Res*,,. ..,X„(P\, ... , Pn) is irreducible in the polynomial ring

Z[{coefficientsof P{, ... , P„}].
(3) If A is afield and L its algebraic closure, then Res*,.Xn(Pi,

... , P„)

is zero if and only if P\, ... , P„ have a nontrivial common zero in L" .
(4) Res*,.x„(aix\\...,anxl„")
= a'f'»^"1'
••• a„l'''"-' for a, £ A and
positive integer /,.
Proof. Existence. For n — 1, define the resultant of a homogeneous polynomial ax[l to be a. For n > 1, Macaulay [10] has defined the resultant
Res*,,...,*„(Pi, ... , P„) for generic homogeneous polynomials P\,..., P„ of
positive degrees in variables xx, ... , x„ , i.e., when

A = Z[{coefficientsof Px, ... , P„}].
In general, if P, £ A[xx, ... , x„] is homogeneous and not a nonzero constant
then one may choose generic homogeneous polynomial P¡ with deg P¡ = deg /",
such that 4>(Pi)= P¡ for all i where </>is the obvious extension of some ring
homomorphism <p:Z[{coefficients ofPx, ... , Pn}] —►A . Then the resultant of
Px,... , P„ in A is defined to be </>(Res*,
,...,*„(Px, ..., P„)), and so (1) follows

immediately. Both (2) and (3) are proved in [10, 1.9, p. 12 and 1.10, p. 13].
Note that, from [10,1.7, p. 8], if each P¡ is a generic homogeneous polynomial
of positive degree then Res(P1, ... , Pn) is homogeneous in coefficients of P¡

of degree /, •• •/„//,. Thus (4) follows from [10,1.8, p. 10] and (1).
Uniqueness. It is enough to establish the case where

A = Z[{coefficients of Px, ... , Pn}]
because the general case follows by applying (1). Suppose both R' = R'(PX,
..., P„) and R = R(PX, ... , P„) satisfy all four conditions where Pi, ... , P„
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are generic homogeneous polynomials, none of which is a nonzero constant.
Using (2), (3) and the Nullstellensatz, we see that R and R' differ by a constant
multiple in Q. This constant must be 1 by (4). D
Remark. The above theorem is not true if the condition "no P¡ is a nonzero constant" is removed since Res(/i, f2) does not exist when fx = ax and f2 = a2
are generic homogeneous of degree 0. For Res(/j, f2) is in Z[{coefficients of
f\, fi}] an(i thus is a polynomial f(ax, a2) in ax and a2 over Z, and using (1) and (3) of Theorem 16, we see that, for every ring homomorphism

<f>:
Z[ax, a2] —>C,
Res((f>(ax),(f>(a2))= 0 <!=>•cp(ax)= <j)(a2)= 0.
This is equivalent to saying that f(ax, a2) has only trivial zeros. But this is

impossible by Lemma 2.
Corollary 17. Let A be a commutative ring and P,■£ A[xx, ... , xn], i — 1, 2,
..., n, be homogeneous such that none is a nonzero constant. Then
Res*,.*„(/>!,

... , Pn-i, xdn)= Res*,,...,*„_,(Px[xn = 0], ... , Pn-i[xn = 0])d.

Proof. This follows immediately from (3) of Theorem 16. G
Addendum. After the manuscript was accepted for publication, we were informed that some of our results were obtained independently by J. P. Jouanolou
using different methods.
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